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Servicer Evaluation: FinSolutia S.A.

Opinion

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services' overall ranking on FinSolutia S.A. is AVERAGE as a master servicer of

residential mortgages in Spain.

The ranking reflects our view of the following:

• FinSolutia appointed a new middle manager in charge of investor and client outreach in Spain.

• The company continues to invest in IT proprietary systems to optimize operations and to provide capacity for

planned future growth.

• The company has completed internal audit reviews as planned, and has reviewed and extended policies and

procedures.

• Since our last review, FinSolutia has increased its statistical analysis and the number of reports supporting its

master servicing activity.

• FinSolutia has appointed a new human resources (HR) specialist, which we considered to be an appropriate

development in our last report.

• Since 2011, FinSolutia no longer manages the Cassiopeia Spanish residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS)

portfolio as master servicer, but it has reported a busy pipeline and it is confident it will be able to attract new

business in the near future.

• The number of portfolios for which FinSolutia currently services is likely to constrain any future potential

increase in our ranking, in our opinion. However, we note that the company is confident of increasing this

number through the conversion of current leads.

Outlook

We have revised our outlook to developing from stable on FinSolutia as a master servicer of residential mortgages in

Spain. We believe there is an equal probability that we could raise, lower, or affirm the overall ranking by the time

of our next review.

In our opinion, there are circumstances that could affect our ranking in opposite directions. On the one hand,

FinSolutia has continuously committed to enhance its operating capacity and it has demonstrated its ability to

strengthen its operations.

However, since 2011, FinSolutia no longer manages the Cassiopeia Spanish RMBS portfolio as master servicer. This

was the biggest master servicing portfolio, representing two-thirds of the overall master servicing portfolio. The loss

of the portfolio resulted from circumstances outside FinSolutia's control as detailed later in this report.

Consequently, its master serviced assets decreased by two-thirds. In our opinion, lack of future growth could affect

FinSolutia's master servicing performance and, consequently, our ranking. FinSolutia has reported a solid pipeline in

place and we will monitor it closely.

The company has also improved procedures and its oversight process since our last review, as well as its master

servicing technology platform. This is reflected in our subranking for loan administration, which we have now
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raised to ABOVE AVERAGE.

Company Profile

FinSolutia was established in 2007, promoted by the managing partner and funded as a joint venture between UBS

AG (London branch) and Espirito Santo Investment (ESI). The board of directors comprises a mixture of UBS and

ESI directors as well as the managing partner.

FinSolutia's initial market was special servicing for nonperforming loan (NPL) positions in Portugal. Since then, it

has also targeted other operational and geographic areas, in particular the master servicing business in Spain.

Currently, FinSolutia's strategic objective is to assist in facilitating loan portfolio transactions, in addition to the

provision of advisory and servicing services for the acquisition and or management of loan portfolios as a special or

master servicer.

FinSolutia is a multi-business company supplying a variety of services to provide asset management support across

the Iberia region and in the U.K. It opened its first office in Lisbon and in 2009, it made a strategic decision to open

a second office in Madrid with the aim of generating business in the much larger Spanish market.

Our servicer evaluation is limited to FinSolutia's activity as a master servicer of Spanish mortgage loans.

Management And Organization

Our subranking on FinSolutia for management and organization is AVERAGE for the master servicing of residential

mortgages in Spain.

Company strategy and growth objectives

FinSolutia's focuses its business model on an integrated business platform built in-house, ensuring information

security and compliance. It places great emphasis on developing the proprietary IT platform, with the aim of

achieving highly automated processes.

This technology system has become the core structure supporting FinSolutia's business strategy and activities.

FinSolutia continuously updates and invests in its technology system to be flexible and responsive to any market

changes or client requests. It regularly reviews its operations to identify and assess opportunities created by the

flexibility and scalability of its business model.

These principles feed into what FinSolutia believes is an innovative business model, allowing it to help clients to

react quickly to changing market conditions, with tailor-made solutions through full-scale value-added services.

FinSolutia still thinks that it is likely to restrict its operations to the residential mortgage market in the short term,

on the basis that it believes this segment of the market is more sustainable, is familiar to it, and is aligned to skill sets

and IT systems that the company has developed. Nevertheless, the company is closely monitoring the evolution of

other market sectors to identify new growth opportunities, especially to the small and midsize enterprise (SME)

structured finance market.

FinSolutia provides a wide range of services from special to master servicing, to real estate advisory and portfolio

value assessments. Its target clients range from special-purpose entities (SPEs) to originators, to portfolio investors.
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In our opinion, this is a reasonable focus on a set of products and clients that FinSolutia can easily manage,

leveraging its technology platform and expertise and allows the implementation of a reasonable diversification

strategy.

We understand that FinSolutia has a good pipeline of business in place and it is optimistic that it will be able to

convert this into formal instructions. In our opinion, this is particularly important for FinSolutia's master servicing

activity due to the loss of one of its three portfolios under management during 2010—the Spanish RMBS

transaction—Cassiopea. This portfolio represented two-thirds of FinSolutia's entire residential Spanish portfolio

under master servicing. Therefore, the future growth of FinSolutia's portfolios under management is a crucial

element for the robust development of its master servicing activity, in our opinion.

Staff/structure

FinSolutia has a fairly flat structure, which the company has established to optimize its operational capacity (see

chart 1). The heads of different departments all report directly to the founding partner acting as managing director.

We are of the view that this structure is appropriate when considering the size of the company.
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The number of FinSolutia's employees remained stable at 30 between April 2010 and June 2011, as two employees

left and there were two new hires. The company has a total staff turnover rate of 7.4%, which represents a

significant improvement from 2010's rate of 23.3%. Seventeen employees work in Lisbon and 13 in Madrid and we

are of the view that there is a good level of interaction and support between the offices. Team building activities

organized at least semi-annually further enhance staff interaction. FinSolutia arranges an "offsite" team-building

exercise over two days, with all staff attending from both offices, and both work- and non-work related activities

delivered to improve expertise and teamwork.

The company still does not have a HR function separate from the finance department as the company's size is

relatively small, but in 2010 it recruited a dedicated HR specialist. FinSolutia has informed us that this new HR

specialist has a strong background in the sector. In our opinion, this is a sensible improvement since our last review

and we will monitor the development of the HR department closely.

The company's recruitment policy is determined by the level at which vacancies are advertised. For example,

FinSolutia generally looks to university graduates to fill trainee-type roles and may use the services of recruitment

agencies for more senior or experienced positions. The company has reviewed and applied its recruitment procedure

since the new HR specialist joined the company and clearer and more comprehensive documentation is in use.

Employees can give and receive regular feedback on their performance through one-to-one sessions with their line

manager, using what FinSolutia describes as a 360-degree assessment feedback methodology. The company believes

that this is a disciplined and effective method of performance management.

FinSolutia provides fringe benefits, bonuses, and career development, and compares yearly performance with goals

planned between staff members and their reporting line managers.

Table 1 shows staff's levels of industry experience, which we consider to be in line with the ranking assigned. Tenure

at FinSolutia is low, as we may expect considering the recent expansion of the company.

Table 1

Average Years Industry Experience/Company Tenure In 2009

Experience Tenure

Senior managers Middle managers Staff Senior managers Middle managers Staff

15.6 8.51 5.48 3.54 2.06 1.54

FinSolutia has internally developed a staff survey and intends to undertake this exercise annually, as an effective

means of gauging the state of the company by assessing motivational levels, as well as being sensitive to employees'

opinions and feedback. The next survey will take place in 2012. Given the size of the company, this seems a

reasonable frequency to track staff feedback using a more homogeneous approach. FinSolutia views communication

with staff as important, particularly with the establishment of the Madrid office, to ensure that new staff feel

included and are kept fully informed of all developments.

Training

FinSolutia has reported a good commitment to delivering relevant staff training. In our view, this is fundamental to

the process of building and sharing staff knowledge. The company tailors training to meet analysts' and managers'

development needs. Chart 2 shows the average number of hours registered by each single department, with the

credit management department responsible for master servicing activity.
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Each employee completes an average of 36 training hours, excluding language courses and induction training. This

figure increases to 57 hours when it includes postgraduate programs such as a Master Of Business Administration

(MBA) program. We note that the company provides funding for employees to study and complete these programs.

The target average number of hours of induction training is 40 hours class-based and 40 hours on-the-job.

FinSolutia aims to develop a strong corporate identity by transferring a corporate culture to all staff once they start.

About 20 of the induction hours are therefore devoted to communicating corporate strategy and aims. The amount

of technical training included in the induction program is determined by the head of the relevant department and is

dependent on the experience level of each individual.

In our opinion, the training arranged by FinSolutia is fairly comprehensive considering there is no dedicated training

function.

Policies and procedures

In 2011, as planned, FinSolutia reviewed policies and procedures. The internal auditor reviews and updates all

processes, already in a centralized location on the company intranet. The policies and procedures cover both core

business operations, which include master servicing and real estate advisory, and supporting activity operations,

which include HR and financial services.

We have received a copy of the new policies and procedures manuals in place. They are written in English to be

shared across the Portuguese and Spanish offices. FinSolutia has extended the manuals' content as each explanation

is now more accurate and covers a wider range of procedures. The new manuals clearly describe each procedure,

any necessary input, the expected output, and who is responsible for it. In addition, the manuals report risk analysis.

In our view, the manuals provide a good tool for FinSolutia staff clearly reporting relevant policies and procedures.

Manuals also highlight to the user the negative consequences of non-compliance.

The company formally documents all amendments for future reference.

In our opinion, FinSolutia's policies and procedures are adequate for a corporate of their type and size.

Audit

An external professional is in charge of FinSolutia's internal audit. The individual appears highly experienced. The

initial focus of his work has been to review the relevant legislative framework for FinSolutia's operations and the

company's subsequent compliance with this framework. During the last 12 months he has worked on following a

structured formal audit plan formerly approved by the board.

The audit function is fully independent from executive management and it directly reports to the board.

We received a summary of the first audit reports completed for each department. They report the audit analysis,

compliance report, and comments. Each department head is responsible for following up on any pending issues and

recommendations.

In our view, FinSolutia has reported a substantial development of the audit area since our last review, and we are

confident that this activity is in line with our overall ranking.

KPMG undertakes FinSolutia's financial audit.
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Risk/Compliance

FinSolutia has a significant focus on reviewing compliance procedures and the audit function is responsible for

constant compliance scrutiny. In our opinion, the internal audit report devotes sufficient attention to this area.

FinSolutia's policies and procedures manuals map and report risks related to each procedure. Although due to the

size of the company, there has been no need to have a dedicated staff resource to deal with this, we believe the risk

function will need to expand to the level of an AVERAGE ranked servicer.

IT systems

FinSolutia considers IT development to be a core activity as its IT systems support are at the core of all of its

servicing activities. The company has invested sufficiently in maintaining and improving its technology platform, in

our opinion. In particular, it aims to tailor IT to respond to operational demands in different geographic locations

and asset types in order to have a competitive advantage.

The IT department comprises five staff, all located in Lisbon. Four of the team are permanent FinSolutia employees

and the fifth has been recruited on a contract basis. The head of the department has been with the company since

2007 and has significant industry experience.

In relation to the number of portfolios for which FinSolutia provides master servicing, the headcount in IT is

proportionally higher than we have seen in the majority of other European servicers.

FinSolutia currently uses three main applications developed in-house using Microsoft technology following best

practice guidelines: Portfolio Service Manager (PSM) the loan management system, Property Manager (PM) the real

estate management system, and Asset Report Manager (ARM), an application that allows interaction with third

parties such as appraisal companies and brokers.

PSM is the software used to undertake tasks required for master servicing. In addition to the management and

reporting capabilities PSM provides for FinSolutia, it also facilitates external access to loan portfolios to

stakeholders and investors, obviously limited as required to guarantee data protection.

PSM is supplemented by PM which helps to handle information on the properties backing the loans under

management, whether these are securing performing loans or repossessed assets. PM incorporates geographic detail,

property photos, and market data. FinSolutia has developed an interface (ARM) as planned to provide accessibility

to appraisal companies and brokers and we have received a demonstration of its functions. In our opinion, this

interface is appropriate to efficiently administer the FinSolutia's workload.

In Spain, FinSolutia has licensed Gestasa, a real estate appraisal management tool developed by Borsan and

integrated with its own systems. We understand that Gestasa is used by a number of Spanish banks as well as the

major appraisal companies. The company believes that the implementation of this system allows it to collect all of

the relevant information from the appraisals to perform market analysis and feed a exhaustive database, promoting

efficiency and reducing operational risks.

Systems produce key information on an automated basis, providing management with, for example, data to allow

the monitoring of individual workloads, which assists with capacity management and individual employee

performance.

Since our last review, FinSolutia has reviewed the layout of the management system and it is now more user-friendly.
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In our opinion, this will help the loan manager to process their work more efficiently. There is also a separate

section completely dedicated to master servicing.

FinSolutia systems now provide full charts and elaborated information to produce internal and external reports.

Previously it was necessary to download data from the SQL database and generate charts and tables running

separate macros. This automation will reduce operative risks and will facilitate report compilation timing.

FinSolutia uses an agile methodology to respond to any IT development requests. It prioritizes requests mostly in

order of importance and depending on how urgent these requests are for business development. On a periodic basis,

all parties involved meet to assess the progress of a project and plan its next steps with all managers represented.

This allows a project's direction to be adjusted or reoriented based on completed work to date. All this work is

performed upon a Microsoft collaborative platform—MS Team Foundation Server 2010—which manages

workloads and communication between the teams. In order to monitor all of the requests, FinSolutia created a list

on the company intranet so that each employee could suggest improvements or new features on the existing

applications, which FinSolutia believes promotes collaboration and is beneficial to business needs. FinSolutia

believes that the methodology has resulted in increased productivity in all areas and at all levels of the company.

The IT team holds a daily morning meeting, at which it undertakes a review of any issues arising as well as

re-prioritizing/readjusting the tasks for each day of project calendar. The team provides weekly reports to senior

management regarding the IT infrastructure.

We understand that IT infrastructure systems capacity would allow for growth of up to 400% from current levels.

Overall, we view that the IT platforms that FinSolutia has developed and now uses are an operational asset

providing all the necessary scalability to grow in line with corporate objectives.

Business continuity/Disaster recovery

There is a formal business continuity (BC) and disaster recovery (DR) plan in place.

FinSolutia last updated its DR plan in September 2011. We understand that it tests data recovery daily and that on

average, it takes between one and two hours to restore data. A backup system in a Lisbon-based data center backs

up critical data every 60 minutes and copies this daily to a site in Madrid.

FinSolutia advises us that systems include antivirus software and that there are mechanisms in place to avoid

external or internal intrusion into the systems. The company monitors critical elements of the systems for possible

intrusion. There are firewalls in place at appropriate points within the system architecture. There is a defined

password policy and access to systems is withdrawn if the user leaves.

FinSolutia stores legal documents as electronic images.

Chart 2 illustrates the data backup and DR plans at FinSolutia.
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There is a formal BC site, which is 2km away from the main offices in Lisbon, providing seats for between eight and

12 employees. We understand that this site operates on a separate power grid. The site has not been tested since

August 2008 and in our opinion would benefit from an up-to-date review. About 20 staff have the capacity to work

from home. In addition, the establishment of the Madrid office allows for systems continuity, as each office could

provide cover for the other if required.

Our opinion of the BC/DR capabilities of FinSolutia is that they are in line with an AVERAGE ranking.

Loan Administration

We believe that the company has good systems and processes in place, which are underpinned by experienced staff.

FinSolutia has improved procedures and its oversight process since our last review, as well as the technology

platform supporting its master servicing activity. Therefore, we have raised our subranking for loan administration

to ABOVE AVERAGE. We will monitor the addition of further portfolios and will also have additional oversight on

FinSolutia's performance, which may enable us to review the current outlook and overall ranking.

Loan boarding

FinSolutia has established a pre- and post-acquisition process through its Advisory Services team, enabling it to

provide specialist guidance on portfolio purchase and servicing. We understand that the data tape analysis stage of
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the process drives the indicative pricing and establishes the planning phase, leading to higher-level analytics and a

better understanding of the portfolio as a whole.

FinSolutia has not recently boarded any new master serviced portfolios although it has boarded portfolios related to

special servicing. Nevertheless, it obtains a constant flow of new data from sub-servicers on a daily basis about

master serviced portfolios. The data are automatically stored in the system, which automatically checks and analyzes

the information received.

In our opinion, there is sufficient automation in place for loan boarding, which adequately supports this activity. We

are confident that, given FinSolutia's past experience and our understanding of the boarding procedure, future loan

boarding processes will be effective and smooth.

Master servicing/Mortgage administration

Finsolutia is working on two residential Spanish portfolios as master servicer boarded in September and December

2007, respectively. The Credit Risk Management (CRM) team primarily coordinates this activity.

Table 2 shows information on master serviced portfolios. As can be noted, the number of loans and balances are

showing signs of trending downward. Finsolutia is also working on another two portfolios as master servicer but the

assets are located in the U.K. and we have not assessed its activity relating to these portfolios.

Table 2

Performance Of First Three Portfolios

Portfolio Number of loans at cutoff Number of active loans Balance at cutoff (€) Current balance (€)

A 1,715 1,383 178,803,095.36 157,708,379.52

B 416 354 68,781,932.33 58,138,624.51

In 2010, FinSolutia lost a master servicing agreement to monitor a portfolio backing the Cassiopeia transaction, a

Spanish RMBS transaction. FinSolutia has informed us that this was unrelated to the quality of its management.

While the lack of growth in the master servicing business is a potential issue, we believe that FinSolutia's operations

are solid, its IT platform's functionality has improved since our last review, and the company is committed to

further improving these areas. This has led to us raising our subranking for loan administration to ABOVE

AVERAGE.

There are currently six staff in the master servicing or credit risk management department. FinSolutia provides staff

with specialist training and they attend seminars and conferences which are relevant to their tasks. As of December

2011, the average number of loans per employee was 1,327, which we believe is a reasonable number of files to

monitor.

The master servicing department's activities extend beyond solely monitoring and checking sub-servicer work.

FinSolutia provides full statistical analysis of the monitored portfolios with the aim of suggesting new workout

strategies. The client makes the final decision on the application of these strategies and the sub-servicer implements

the strategies.

The department produces advanced statistical reports in order to gain a better knowledge of the portfolios under

management. Since our last review, FinSolutia has increased the amount of its analysis and reports supporting its

master servicing activity.
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FinSolutia aims to enhance portfolio performance by improving collections, maximizing resolutions, and minimizing

costs. The credit risk manager's duties include providing servicer information, the reconciliation of weekly and

monthly servicer statements, invoices, and bank accounts, reporting, loan oversight and monitoring, and providing

suggestions for new collection strategies to the sub-servicer and the client.

PSM supports FinSolutia's master servicing activities. We received a brief demonstration of the system and it appears

to have good automated workflows and robust controls in place.

We understand that PSM provides high levels of automation. The primary servicer sends detailed files daily to

Finsolutia automatically board them to PSM to reconcile the data, highlighting missing or inaccurate information.

Senior management is able to oversee performance and staff workloads using the management information which

the system generates.

In portfolios under master servicing, most of the loans which had a loan-to-value (LTV) ratio at origination in

excess of 80% have mortgage indemnity guarantee (MIG) coverage. Therefore, FinSolutia is responsible for

overseeing the claims submission by the relevant special servicer where applicable, as well as monitoring claim

receivables.

The Spanish loans have performed as FinSolutia had initially anticipated and many loans have moved into the

foreclosure process. The foreclosure process usually takes between 10 and 15 months and therefore there is a high

proportion still in this phase.

FinSolutia expects the role of the credit risk manager to be key in achieving resolution strategies for delinquent

loans. Resolution strategies include loan restructuring, discounted payoffs, voluntary property sales, or if all else has

failed, enforcement/foreclosure. The credit risk managers are required to adopt a hands-on and proactive approach

and make rational and considered suggestions.

In addition to this, there is daily testing of data. PSM provides high levels of automation to FinSolutia. The

sub-servicer sends detailed files daily and FinSolutia checks this data using PSM, which highlights missing data or

variations.

FinSolutia's automated systems provide alerts if there are errors in data and then this triggers a discussion with the

primary servicer. Data are prone to error, so these discussions can be regular. The key area of debate tends to

revolve around mismatches on installments versus collections information. FinSolutia has brought this to the

primary servicers' attention and advises that there has been some improvement, although the issue is not entirely

resolved. FinSolutia will continue to monitor the position.

As part of its master servicing activity, we have discussed with FinSolutia the oversight that it applies to the primary

servicers for the portfolios detailed in table 2. In 2011, it visited the Spanish servicer at its premises for two weeks to

conduct a full sub-servicer review. At least two FinSolutia staff undertook an audit of sub-servicer processes,

procedures, and operations. They have visited these sub-servicers during follow-up meetings on a monthly basis

since. Generally, this is more oversight than we would normally see for a master servicer and we will review this

surveillance method once FinSolutia boards new portfolios and starts to work with a wider range of sub-servicers.

It is our view that the company has good systems and processes in place, which are underpinned by experienced

staff.
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Client/Investor reporting

Since 2011, FinSolutia has strengthened its reporting system and its IT platform now automatically generates

summary information, thus reducing operational risks and production timing. Previously it was necessary to extract

standardized data from FinSolutia's SQL database and analyze this information separately.

Reporting is the responsibility of the risk management team, and the corporate goal is to provide bespoke reporting

within a basic template that FinSolutia has devised. Reports are produced monthly or quarterly depending on

investors' requirements. The reports are now automated from systems and are checked for accuracy and timeliness.

Financial Position

We deem FinSolutia's financial position to be SUFFICIENT.

Based on the audited 2010 financial statements and 2011 proforma business plan provided, we consider that

FinSolutia has sufficient financial strength to continue its servicing operations in the medium term.

Related Criteria And Research
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